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Abstract
This paper takes an ecological perspective on diffusion factors within the software component market. It analyses the characteristics of software components that are favourable to diffusion, and poses a radical critique of traditional notions of software requirements and software quality. It also suggests a strategic view of software components and other technological artefacts as evolutionary envelopes rather than fixed collections of properties.

Introduction

Diffusions

This paper is about (the study of) technology diffusing across a landscape. The landscape is a complex ecosystem, in which the technology we have chosen to study is competing for attention and resources with a range of other similar and diverse technologies. (Perhaps we should study not Diffusion but Diffusions – to emphasize the complexity and diversity of the diffusion phenomenon itself.) The ecosystem may involve a community of intelligent agents – which may be human or artificial, individual or collective – with a structure of relationships including delegation as well as mutual obligations and responsibilities.

We typically study the diffusions of a specific technological device or artefact – or perhaps a class of similar devices. In this paper I’m going to talk about software components. My reason for choosing to restrict myself to this class of artefact is that they present themselves as having certain properties that will help to simplify our discussion.

The fundamental notion of software componentry is the separation of a description of the services offered by a component from the description of the internal mechanisms (which software engineers sometimes call implementation) by which these services are delivered. (Note that the word “implementation” literally means that the job is finished. A software engineer may indeed think that the job is finished when the program code is written – and perhaps tested – but there are other stakeholders who regard this as only the beginning of a much larger and more difficult job.)
Components and Commodity

I shall start with an account of technology derived from Borgmann, which I characterize thus: All technology aspires to the status of commodity. As I see it, this means at least two related things: firstly that the technology is usable – and used – to the greatest possible extent; and secondly the technology is packaged (encapsulated) in some set of products and services. (The notion of commodity also has some specific implications in economics, which we won’t go into here.) In Borgmann’s account, the drive to greater commodity can be seen in terms of ever-increasing availability of some technologically mediated benefits: easy and safe, wherever and whenever you want it.

Within software engineering, the logic of commodity is found most strongly in the notion of component-based development. Software components are expected to be reusable – and this reuse is supposed to be a good way of achieving economies of scale and increased productivity in the development of software systems. The expectation of software reuse is what I call a design mandate – it represents a complex amalgam of aspiration, prediction, justification, imperative and quality judgement, as shown in Table 1.

| Aspiration | Software designers want their components to be widely used. This desire may be reinforced by extrinsic motivation, such as financial reward. |
| Prediction | Given certain conditions, certain levels of software reuse and productivity are expected. |
| Justification | Component-based software engineering, together with any infrastructure needed to enable the mandated level of software reuse, is cost-justified against the predicted productivity benefits. |
| Imperative | Designers are required to produce software components that have the requisite characteristics for reuse. |
| Quality judgement | A “good” component is one with the potential for wide reuse. |

Table 1: Elements of the Design Mandate

Design methodologies are typically based upon several such design mandates. The epistemological and sociological status of these mandates is far from straightforward – as I have argued elsewhere, the software engineering industry is awash with claims that are difficult if not impossible to prove convincingly [Veryard 2001].

Surely then, within this engineering discourse, there should be a keen desire to understand which characteristics of software components and other artefacts are likely to be associated with wide dissemination and use – particularly as there are many knowledge-based artefacts (such as methodologies) that claim to be predicated upon reuse. And yet there seems to be little general understanding of diffusion within the software engineering community. (There is some understanding, of course, but it is itself poorly diffused – for reasons that even the technology diffusion community has somehow failed to master.)

Software Success

Software engineering is a complicated game, with many players playing different roles. There are many stakeholders interested in the “success” of particular software artefacts within this game. In particular, many players wish to attach themselves to successful components, in one capacity or another. This entails a desire to predict and control software characteristics that might be related to success.
What is a successful component? What does success mean? One fairly obvious notion of success is in terms of diffusion and use – a successful component is one that is widely disseminated and used. This often brings financial and other rewards for the originators of the component – but of course success for the component doesn’t guarantee success for the producer. A component may be given away in the hope of achieving some other advantage, or may be stolen by software pirates – the software may be on everyone’s computer but the producer is penniless. Exactly the same principle applies to viruses and worms – a successful virus is one that infects millions, regardless of any consequences to the producer.

**Unit of Adoption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adopts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Granularity of the adopting agent
- Granularity of the decision to adopt
- Granularity of the adopted device

**Table 2: Dimensions of Granularity**

Perhaps the event of greatest interest to the student of technology adoption is the adoption decision. This occurs when an actor (which may be a person or community, or an agent or artefact to which some responsibility has been delegated) decides to adopts a device. A manager with sufficient authority may make this decision on behalf of a large community of users.

In many situations, the adoption decision is a joint one. A central planner makes a recommendation, which individual users are encouraged to accept, perhaps by an alteration in the cost-benefit equation for the individual user. Perhaps the central planner negotiates a price reduction, or absorbs some elements of the total cost of ownership.

This adoption decision may also be tentative or contingent. A person may decide to adopt a device on trial, perhaps for use in a pilot project. Further adoption decisions may be held off until more information is available.

This decision is made on the basis of some view of the potential utility of the device for the user(s), as compared with the expected total cost of ownership. The decision may also be dependent on the degree of confidence of these estimates, together with an assessment of any relevant risks.

This supposedly rational decision is highly sensitive to the way the overall system is conceptualized, as well as the costs, benefits and risks that are deemed relevant to the decision. An observer that takes a different view of these things may be critical of the decision that is made, and may regard it as a manifestation of a defective rationality. In particular, when a potential adopter declines to adopt something, which someone else (such as the vendor) thought he ought to have adopted, this is often characterized as **resistance**.

Note also that an adoption may be involuntary – and this is related to the granularity issue. You accept an email or email service, or download some software from the Internet – and find that you’ve also unwittingly accepted a virus. Or perhaps a colleague gets infected first, and then passes it around the company. There are thousands of software components on my computer – from cookies to DDL files – and many of them have been loaded automatically as a consequence of some other installation or interaction. I hope they’re all benign – but I can never be sure.
Artefacts and Agency

In this piece, I’m talking about technological artefacts, including systems and components, as if they possessed intention and value. This is a fairly common trope, and many readers will pass it without comment. However, some readers might find this manner of speaking anthropomorphic or animistic: surely things can’t have intentions – shouldn’t we be careful to attach intentions and values only to specific stakeholders – that is, people or communities of people?

Let me say straightaway that I’m not unsympathetic to this objection. In my consultancy practice, I frequently encounter floating statements of intention and value (or belief or risk or cost/benefit), and I often find that it helps to anchor them by attaching them to specific stakeholders. So it might appear that I’m contradicting this practice here by allowing artefacts to have intentions and values. Surely the intentions and values really belong to the system owners – whoever they are.

But there’s a problem here. Firstly, it isn’t always obvious who the system owners actually are – and even when it is, we shouldn’t be dependent on this identification for our analysis. After all, an artefact may continue to manifest certain patterns of intentionality, regardless of a formal transfer of ownership. Often there are many stakeholders, with conflicting and overlapping interests, and the behaviour of an artefact represents a complex balancing of these interests.

Furthermore, if we attribute intentionality to artefacts, we can then compare the intentionality of the artefact with the intentionality of its stakeholders. From a practitioner perspective, this is extremely useful. For example, we may be able to predict errant behaviour in unusual circumstances, without having to engineer or await test conditions.

Most importantly, we can talk about the artefacts in purely ecological terms, as if their owners were completely out of the picture. This is a very useful simplification – provided we don’t forget that it’s only a simplification and not the whole story. (The map is not the territory.)

Ecological Model

In this section, I propose an ecological model for understanding the characteristics of successful software components. More details of this model can be found in my book [Veryard 2000].

For a software component to be viable, it needs to be simultaneously viable in two separate but connected “ecosystems”. It needs to be viable as a black box delivering some set of services to a community of users. And it needs to be viable as a white box, with some configuration of devices executing some set of mechanisms on some platform.

In the service ecosystem, it is services that are competing for survival. Service viability depends on three key principles.
### Table 3: Principles of Service Viability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td>Value comes from achieving an appropriate level/balance of excitement and attention. Foreground components gain value if they are interesting and attention-absorbing; background components gain value if they are routine and require little or no attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>Value comes from the number of other users of the same service or component, within some domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Between two otherwise equivalent services, the more available service will usually win over the less available. Some aspects of availability are as follows (depending on the nature of the service): Global 24-hour access. Instant response. Any hardware and software platform. Available in Arabic, Chinese, English, Hindi, Russian and Spanish. Easy to use. Low entry cost. Good support. Minimum learning curve. High reliability. Safe and secure. Low risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Principles of Device Viability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Competitive survival depends on delivering the greatest quantity of service with the smallest amount of work. This is often called reuse: software reuse should be focused on achieving economies of scale in software, based on effective asset management and knowledge management. Energy conservation also entails an interest in the operational efficiency or performance of a component.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Getting the expected services (and their associated benefits) from a given configuration of devices. This in turn relies on an ability to predict and control the behaviour of components-in-use, including the emergent properties of large distributed systems. Covers reliability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>The ability to easily substitute devices and reconfigure systems. Covers maintainability and portability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodiversity</td>
<td>The robustness, flexibility and evolution of the ecosystem depends on a reasonable heterogeneity of software and services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the device ecosystem, it is devices and mechanisms that are competing for survival. Device viability depends on four additional principles.

Note that this set of seven principles covers and extends the quality characteristics of software products identified in ISO 9126: functionality, maintainability, efficiency, usability, reliability and portability – with the possible exception of functionality. (We'll come back to that.)

If there are multiple ecosystems, where are the components? As a working hypothesis, I'm going to suggest the following answer. A successful component should have a place in each ecosystem. Just as a frog must be viable both in the pond and on the shore, so a successful component probably needs to be viable and meaningful in both ecosystems, and this in turn means that the component probably respects all seven ecological principles. Such a component is viable and meaningful, and is likely to survive and develop. I'm going to call this the **component viability hypothesis**. It leads to the following definition of component quality: **A viable component is one that respects all seven ecological principles.**

That doesn't mean that every component – or even every successful component – must have these characteristics to the ultimate degree. But a component that fails
to respect one of the principles is vulnerable to attack, and can be swept away by another component that is stronger in this characteristic.

The trend towards components is too recent to provide conclusive evidence for this hypothesis, but there are some early signs of its plausibility, as well as arguments from analogy.

Note that while some components may seem viable in isolation, other components may only be viable as a member of a kit or family or tribe of components. As in biology, the unit of viability may not be fixed. So sometimes we’ll apply the ecological principles to individual components, and sometimes we’ll apply them to groups of components. This may sound like an unnecessary complication, but it reflects what happens in real life – components are sometimes designed or evaluated in isolation, sometimes in groups.

Here’s a well-known example. One of the factors that made Apple Macintosh successful was the common look and feel of Macintosh applications, although these applications were developed by independent teams in lots of different software companies. This consistency is a property of the tribe, not just of a single application. Thus the viability of a single Macintosh application is bound up with the viability of the whole tribe. That’s ecology for you.

Here’s another example. In the early years of laptop computers, travellers with laptops faced enormous difficulties if they wanted to connect these computers into hotel telephone systems. Although many hotels have now greatly improved the services available to the business traveller, and the telephone systems themselves are much more reliable, an increasing number of businessmen now use their own mobile telephones rather than the hotel telephone for such purposes. A few hotels may invest huge amounts in making provision for business travellers, but this investment is wasted if the businessmen don’t bother using these services. And now that they have found a satisfactory alternative, they might not start using these services again until the majority of hotels offer them, and perhaps not even then.

**Implications**

**Requirements**

The biological approach to requirements engineering is radically different to the traditional approach, and is based on biological and ecological metaphors.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First we identify an <strong>ecosystem</strong>, which may contain both human users and existing artefacts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then we identify <strong>services</strong> that would be meaningful and viable in this ecosystem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then we procure <strong>devices</strong> that enable the release and delivery of these services into the ecosystem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Ecological approach to software requirements**

This may be contrasted with the traditional approach to software requirements, which I call solution-driven, which may be either specific to a single situation (Table 6) or generic across some domain (Table 7).
First you identify a group of users who need a software solution for an identified business problem.

Then you define the requirements on the software system. (For example, this may be specified as a set of use-cases.) These requirements may be based on a model of the business process, and are negotiated with the users.

Then you design the software system as a set of interacting components.

**Table 6: Specific solution-driven approach to software requirements**

Of course, if you are trying to build generic components for multiple use, there may not be a specific business process to analyse, or even a specific software system to design. Furthermore, there may not be any specific users to negotiate requirements with. Undaunted by this, software engineers typically adopt the same approach but at a different level of abstraction. A domain is defined, which is a generic business process or generic area of automation. Many software artefacts are designed as generic solutions, including frameworks and platforms.

First you identify a group of domain experts, who are supposed to stand proxy for a class of potential users.

Then you define the requirements for the domain, in collaboration with the domain experts.

Then you design a generic kit of interacting components, which will be usable for any system or business process that satisfies the generic domain description.

Then you assemble systems from these components that satisfy the specific needs of particular users within the target area.

Real business components need to be provided with staff, resources and infrastructure.

**Table 7: Generic solution-driven approach to software requirements**

The solution-driven approach seems to imply a division of labour: in the software industry, some engineers shall specialize in the creation of small lumps of functionality (called software components); while other engineers shall specialize in assembling these components to produce large lumps of functionality (known as software applications or systems).

The solution-driven approach assumes that it is meaningful to think about requirements in terms of a fixed lump of functionality or capability, delivered to a fixed community of users. In business, this is known as the business; in software, this is known as the software system or application. It also assumes that one person or team has design control over this lump. In business this is supposed to be the CEO and her direct reports; as for software, there are several possible job titles, including system architect.

The limitations of this approach emerge when we are faced with large open distributed dynamic networks of business and software. It is both a business imperative and a technological imperative for business organizations to connect their business processes into these networks. These networks lack central design authority or architectural control, and evolve organically. Overall functionality and structure may change unpredictably from one day to the next. Connecting to these networks raises a number of difficult management dilemmas, including control, security and stability.

Taking our cue from Kevin Kelly, these networks are “Out of Control”. Traditional engineering approaches are inadequate for operating effectively in this environment.
As Kelly has shown, biological and ecological metaphors seem to have more relevance than engineering metaphors.

**Quality**

**Viability versus Quality**

The ecological model focused on viability rather than quality, although there is undoubtedly some relationship between these concepts. There is an enormous literature on software quality – both in terms of the desirable characteristics of software artefacts and in terms of the development processes that are supposed to guarantee (or at least promote) these characteristics. From a traditional quality management perspective, it might seem appropriate to define a “good” component as one possessing some set of measurable intrinsic characteristics, which are somehow correlated to some set of needs. After all, this correlation between characteristics and needs is crucial to the official ISO definition of quality. (Although this definition is an holistic one – ISO 8402 refers to the totality of characteristics of an entity – quality management practice often attempts to treat these characteristics partially and separately.)

But when we try to discuss the diffusions of components, such notions of quality or “goodness” get us into difficulties.

For a start, in an open distributed world, there is no single value system or global intentions against which the goodness of a component – or anything else for that matter – can be evaluated. There are many stakeholders, and many perspectives. Any fixed position on component quality is going to be arbitrary.

**Ecology takes no moral position**

When we talk about diffusion of software components in terms of quality and purpose, we find ourselves apparently forced to choose between competing notions of goodness, based in turn on competing (if implicit) notions of ethics or rationality. If we talk about viability instead, this allows us to side-step this choice – and we can then reason directly about the characteristics of software components that are correlated with diffusion, regardless of who thinks these components are “good” or “bad”, from whatever perspective.

**Utility and Hedonics**

The Roman architect Vitruvius, who lived at the time of Jesus Christ, defined quality as commodity, firmness and delight. Bill Gates has quoted this definition, and explained it as shown in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitruvius</th>
<th>Gates Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firmness</td>
<td>“Consistency”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>“Be worthy of the user’s time and effort in understanding it”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delight</td>
<td>“Engagement, fun”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8 Quality from Vitruvius to Gates.*

In their study of the adoption of home computers, Viswanath Venkatesh and Sue Brown make a distinction between utility and hedonics, in order to account for a
degree of subjectivity in the adoption decision. Hedonics seems to correspond
roughly to the Vitruvius concept of Delight, while utility corresponds to the
seemingly more objective notions of Firmness and Commodity.

In domestic purchases of computers, a person may be willing to admit that they
have purchased a more expensive model simply for aesthetic reasons. Some cheap
home computers are bulky and unattractive. We might therefore expect to find
particular emphasis on utility factors among purchasers of cheaper models, while
hedonic factors would be stronger among purchasers of the more expensive models.

When the same person is buying computers for his/her company, however, there
may be a reluctance to admit the influence of hedonic factors. Instead, purchasers
will explain the selection of more expensive models by claiming higher utility – even
though sometimes these claims seem fairly thin or optimistic.

From the standpoint of a software producer (such as Mr Gates), it is important to
understand and quantify the impact of all factors on the adoption and diffusion of
software components, including the hedonic ones.

This brings us to a different notion of hedonics, which includes all aspects of
quality, rather than being contrasted with utility. Economists have developed
hedonic pricing models, to account for the costs and benefits of various aspects and
characteristics of quality in the prices of goods and services. Hedonic pricing
methods are also used by environmentalists for attaching value to public goods and
ecological assets. [Freeman, 1993].

Hedonic pricing is a method for assessing the price-contribution of each quality
characteristic, by analysing a class of similar products with differing quality
characteristics. It is used, among other things, to adjust productivity and other
macroeconomic data – since in markets where there is a constantly rising level of
product quality (both input and output) it would otherwise be impossible to compare
productivity figures over time. (This is of course particularly relevant in economic
measurement of the IT industry.)

Diffusion theory demands something very similar to this. If we want to compare the
diffusions of various components across some landscape, over time, then it seems
desirable to factor in the improvements in "quality" or other relevant characteristics
that take place during our study. If I wait for six months before installing a new
version of something, is this because (a) I'm waiting for the early bugs to be fixed,
(b) I'm waiting until lots of people start sending me documents I cannot read without
upgrading, or (c) I'm waiting until the price drops.

**Resistance**

One starting point for discussing resistance is that of a change agent, who has a set
of change goals, and regards anything or anybody who gets in his/her way as a
nuisance. Resistance is stupid and has to be overcome, using force, guile, patience
or whatever other strengths and resources the change agent can access. This is all
defined in terms of the change agent’s goals.

At our Ambleside conference, Linda Levine offered a more balanced view of
resistance – where it is rational to resist if something is either intrinsically flawed or
not suitable for the intended purpose. Resistance can thus be interpreted as due
critique. I see this interpretation as leading to a stratification of resistance:
resistance at the first level might count as cooperation at the second level.
Conversely, cooperation at the first level can sometimes be interpreted as resistance
at the second level: mechanical compliance that avoids real learning.
Evolution

How do components improve over time? Many software producers seem to believe that software gets better by adding functionality. This often results in a component’s becoming baroque and more difficult to use. Sometimes there are hundreds of functions that nobody wants – adding greatly to the size and complexity of the component and reducing its reliability, efficiency and flexibility. Such a software component would be vulnerable to another rival component that would offer the essential functions more simply, cheaply and reliably. One extremely popular suite of office software has a very high market share mainly because of the convenience of connectivity – it has become a defacto standard for document exchange – but this advantage might quickly disappear if rival products were able to use the same document formats.

Often the adoption of a software component entails a judgement about the future of the component. A short-term tactical decision merely evaluates the component with the characteristics it currently has. But if I’m going to build a component into my systems, or into my life, I need to know more than its present state – I also need to have some sense of how it is likely to evolve. Are lots of other people going to use it, what kind of people, and how will this influence the producers when issuing new versions – or perhaps abandoning the product altogether? Will it get more reliable as it matures, or will it get more complicated? Will it be made available on new platforms? These are strategic procurement issues, and depend crucially on the expected patterns of diffusion for the component. The component can be understood as an evolutionary envelope – a set of forking paths, leading to a range of possible future properties and configurations – and this is the true object of a strategic adoption decision.

Concluding Remarks

Towards a unified diffusion theory

Good and Bad Components

At present, there are two largely separate fields of diffusion theory. Security specialists study the diffusion of components that represent security threats – software viruses and worms, among other things. Meanwhile, diffusion theorists mostly study the diffusion of “respectable” and “well-behaved” technologies.

An ecological theory of diffusion doesn’t take a moral stance towards components. We should expect the same forces and patterns to manifest themselves, regardless of how we sort the components into “good” and “bad” ones. This represents a unification of two previously separate fields of diffusion theory.

Resistance takes on an entirely different aspect in these two fields. Within a security context, as in the human body, resistance implies an effective set of defences against penetration or attack. Within a change management context, resistance is often seen as a problem to be overcome. A unified theory of diffusion could lead to a unified theory of resistance. Practitioners could use this theory to intervene in a more balanced way in the patterns of resistance.

Objective and Subjective Value

The study of diffusion can also usefully draw from economics and environmental science. Hedonic pricing seems to offer a way of putting all factors relevant to
adoption and diffusion – whether objective or subjective – into a unified framework of preference and value.

Hedonic pricing is relevant to an empirical test of the ecological model. It would be extremely interesting to measure the hedonic weight of the seven ecological principles – in other words, their relative importance for the rate and extent of diffusion. It would also be interesting to measure the hedonic weight of alternative principles – for example, to prove my hunch that functionality has comparatively little direct effect on diffusion. This would provide empirical validation of the ecological model as a whole.

Hedonic methods would also be relevant to a measured study of resistance, since we would then be able to differentiate more precisely between different aspects of resistance.

**Further work**

Practical research in this area to date has been limited in scope. I hope that future research will be able to provide some empirical verification of the model proposed in this paper, both to feed into theoretical work on diffusion, and also to provide much-needed support to practitioners of all kinds.

**Further Reading**

For loads of material about software componentry, go to the CBDi Forum website – [www.cbdiforum.com](http://www.cbdiforum.com).


